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Abstract: The distributed task parallel scheduling problem of flash memory database is studied to 
improve the ability of optimal access to flash memory database and parallel scheduling of 
distributed tasks. The traditional method uses particle swarm optimization control algorithm for 
parallel scheduling of distributed tasks in flash database. The coupling characteristics of association 
rules of mass distributed task data stream in flash database cannot be effectively utilized, which 
leads to poor scheduling performance. In this paper, a distributed task parallel scheduling algorithm 
for flash database based on chaotic evolution feature clustering is proposed. The dual state 
stationary chaotic evolution feature clustering flash database scheduling model is designed, and the 
complex activation function is set. The layer excavates the frequent pattern set of distributed task 
parallel scheduling in flash database, extracts the characteristic of data information flow, and 
designs the transfer balance operator of distributed task parallel scheduling in flash database. 
Distributed task parallel scheduling of distributed task flash memory database is carried out 
according to real part and virtual part path, so as to improve database access ability. The simulation 
results show that the algorithm can effectively improve the throughput and scheduling success rate 
of the distributed task parallel scheduling of flash database, and the distributed task parallel 
scheduling of flash database is universal.

1. Introduction 
Database scheduling is a hot issue in the field of computer research, its significance lies in 

mining effective, novel, potentially valuable and ultimately understandable knowledge from 
massive data. Based on this feature, distributed task parallel scheduling is carried out. In recent 
years, with the rapid development of streaming media network technology, mass data carried in 
streaming media is called explosive growth, and the research on mass data carried in streaming 
media is becoming more and more popular[1]. The so-called streaming media refers to the media 
format in which streaming transmission is used in Internet. In the flash memory database, after the 
user decompresses the data through the decompression device, the streaming media audio and video 
data will be displayed as before the transmission, and the distributed task flash database with the 
network technology as the carrier is in the video conference. Video-on-demand (VOD), distance 
teaching, online game entertainment and other fields are widely used and require a great deal of 
research[2].  

In distributed task flash memory database, there exists cross-type data, which is characterized by 
uncertainty. Effective mining is the basis of realizing accurate access and scheduling of large-scale 
flash memory database. It is necessary to optimize the scheduling and mining the data information 
in the distributed task flash memory database to improve the friendliness of large-scale streaming 
media applications[3]. The research on the building method of cross data mining structure model in 
flash memory database has been paid attention to by people and experts. The traditional method 
uses particle swarm optimization control algorithm for parallel scheduling of distributed tasks in 
flash database. The coupling characteristics of association rules of mass distributed task data stream 
in flash database cannot be effectively utilized, which leads to poor scheduling performance. In 
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order to solve this problem, a distributed task parallel scheduling algorithm based on chaotic 
evolution feature clustering is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the chaotic evolution feature 
clustering model of streaming media flash database is constructed. Based on this, the distributed 
task parallel scheduling of flash memory database is carried out to improve the database access 
performance. The simulation results show the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed 
algorithm[4]. 

2. Chaos evolution characteristic clustering and flash database scheduling model 
2.1. Chaotic evolution feature clustering 

Chaos evolution feature clustering was discovered in 1963 by American meteorologist E. Lorenz 
in studying the bifurcation process of mechanical motion in regional microclimate and classical 
mechanics[5]. The chaotic evolution characteristic clustering mathematical model is expressed as 
follows: f  is a continuous self-mapping on a closed interval I . if f : I I→ , it has three 
periodic points, there is an uncountable set ( )S I P f⊂ − , satisfying: 

lim sup ( ) ( ) 0n n

n
f x f y

→∞
− > ，  , ,x y S x y∀ ∈ ≠ (1) 

lim inf ( ) ( ) 0n n

n
f x f y

→∞
− = ，  ,x y S∀ ∈ (2) 

lim sup ( ) ( ) 0n n

n
f x f y

→∞
− > ， , ( )x S y P f∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ (3) 

The above formula shows a narrow window in the chaotic region with chaos on both sides. At 
this time, the continuous self-mapping I  on the closed interval ( )f x  appears chaotic evolution 
characteristic clustering phenomenon if there is a periodic point with a period of 3. In order to 
illustrate the phenomenon of period-doubling bifurcation intuitively, the famous Rossler system is 
firstly considered: 

1 (1 ( 1)( 3))
2

x µ µ µ
µ

= + − + −  (4) 

When 0 1µ≤ ≤ , the iterative system has only one stable periodic point 0x = , and the system 

has two unstable 1-cycle points 0x =  and 

11x
µ

= −
,. When 3.449 3.544µ≤ ≤  occurs, the 

2-cycle point becomes unstable, and then the two-state is stationary. The clustering model of 
chaotic evolution features is shown in figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1 Feature clustering model for distributed task scheduling 
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2.2. The principle of database distributed task parallel scheduling based on chaotic 
evolution clustering 

In the process of clustering chaotic evolution features, there is a universal quantitative rule. 
According to this rule, the distributed task parallel scheduling of flash memory database can be 
carried out[6]. The convergence of the parameter µ  at the bifurcation point obeys the universal 
law as follows. 

n n

cµ µ
δ∞= − ， （ n →∞）(5) 

The weights are reallocated to reconstruct the chaotic period-doubling nonlinear region, and the 
allocation time is expressed as follows: 

max{0, ( )( 1/ / )i i
c d k cT r k w N N= =            (6) 

In the above formula, ( )i
dr k  represents the neighborhood change of the streaming media data in 

the virtual cluster transmission bandwidth, and 
i
kw  represents the scheduling cost weighted value 

of the streaming media server deployment, and the [0, 1]fj N∀ ∈ − . The distance between the 

parameter sequences mµ  and 1mµ +  form a gradual equal-to-equal ratio, and the streaming media 
data generates a bifurcation behavior during the scheduling process[7], and the behavior is 
controlled by a public-to-public ratio of Fegenbaum universal constant δ : 
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In that above formula, when 1 3µ≤ ≤ , the iteration system has an unstable 1-period point 0x = , 
the weight of the particle in the evolution of the hybrid evolutionary feature is calculated as follows: 
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The effective sampling 
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, is defined to set the threshold value thN , and when 
eff thN N<  is used, the adoption time series of the data obtained from the parallel scheduling genetic 

evolution model of streaming media distributed tasks is 1{ }i N
k ix = . Through the above bifurcation 

behavior, when the parameter µ  continues to increase and 3.544µ > , the scheduling of 
large-scale data streams becomes stable[8]. 

3. Improved design of database distributed task parallel scheduling algorithm 
3.1. Convergence clustering of database scheduling. 

From the above, because the traditional method adopts the particle swarm optimization control 
algorithm to carry out the distributed task parallel scheduling of the flash memory database, the 
association rule coupling characteristics of the mass distributed task data flow in the flash memory 
database cannot be effectively utilized, and the scheduling performance is not good. In this paper, 
based on the hybrid evolution feature clustering theory to improve the algorithm[9], a distributed 
task parallel scheduling algorithm based on the hybrid evolution feature clustering is proposed, and 
it is assumed that each data node 

i
kw  in the hybrid evolution feature clustering process is in the 

flash memory database. the cross-type data set is generated, and the information flow model of the 
cross data set is expressed as follows: 
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Assuming that the threshold of the weighted density of a subgraph is S = 0.2, node 0 is selected 
as the seed and node 0 is the first element of the subgraph (complex) C. In the neighbor of node 0, 
the edge weight of node 1 is the largest, assuming that the data volume of data set D is n, the 
dimension of data point is { }:1i i Sλ ≤ ≤ , k is the number of nearest neighbors set by the algorithm, 
and the information chain single flow analytical model is designed for the cross item of data set. It 

is assumed that the performance of packet information prediction is the GS, criterion { }:1jR j L≤ ≤ . 
Where S  represents the amount of input data, L indicates the total bandwidth ratio used by the 
channel. At this point, the channel allocation packet translation wait time is: 

( )
,

1 1

11 K N

q k n
k n

N r
W W X kp

r
µ

γ µ= =

− +
= − = −∑∑   (10) 

The complex activation function is set, and the distributed task parallel scheduling is performed 
on the distributed task flash memory database according to the real part and the virtual part[10]. The 
balance processing operation expression of the activation function is expressed as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )R Iy f y jf yj = +                    (11) 
The reliability estimation error of distributed task parallel scheduling for distributed task flash 

database is as follows: 
2( ) ( )[ ( ) ]e k z k z k R= −                   (12) 

Where, _ ( )MDMMA Re k , _ ( )MDMMA Ie k  are the real and virtual parts of ( )MDMMAe k , ( )Re k , ( )Ie k  are the 
virtual parts of ( )e k . The distributed task parallel scheduling flow of flash database based on chaos 
evolution feature clustering is shown in figure 2. 

 

Fig.2 Distributed task parallel scheduling process of flash memory database based on hybrid 
evolution feature clustering 

3.2. Database scheduling algorithm optimization 
The K-means clustering algorithm is used to cluster and schedule the information attributes of 

the database. The subspace pairing between data individuals can easily lead to a local optimal 
solution in the process of data access[11-13]. Suppose the flash database distributed task parallel 
scheduling response function is: 

^

'

1
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( ( )* ( ))* ( )* ( )
M

i i
i

H t h t p t p t

h t h t p t p t
=

= −

= − −∑
       (13) 

Mining the frequent pattern set of distributed task parallel scheduling in flash database layer by 
layer, extracting the characteristic of data information flow, designing the parallel task scheduling 
transmission operator ( )ih t , for convolution of flash database distributed task parallel scheduling. 

( )pin t  is the interference item of distributed task parallel scheduling of flash memory database[14], 
and the optimization subset of distributed task parallel scheduling of flash database is represented 
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as: 
    ( ) ( )* ( ) ( )ri i pip t p t h t n t= +                 (14) 

Wherein, ( )ih t  denotes the uniform traversal characteristic of ( )p t distributed task parallel 
scheduling query in flash memory database, and calculates the membership degree of isolated 
points: 

'( ) ( )* ( ) ( )ri i siS t S t h t n t= +                 (15) 

Where, 
' ( )ih t  is a differential evolution state function in the process of parallel scheduling 

optimization of ( )S t  flash database, from which the following results can be obtained: 
'

'
1

( ) ( )* ( )

( )* ( )* ( )* ( ) ( )
i ri ri

i i i

r t S t p t
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                 (17) 

Through the above-mentioned processing[15], it is set as the mutation genetic dispersion control 
quantity, and then the parallel scheduling algorithm for flash memory database distributed tasks is 
realized as shown in figure 3. 
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Fig. 3 Implementation flow of distributed task parallel scheduling for flash memory database 
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4. Simulation experiment and result analysis 
In order to test the performance of this algorithm in distributed task flash database scheduling, 

simulation experiments are carried out. The hardware environment of the simulation experiment is 
as follows: the high-speed processing computer of CPU model is i5x2400, and the memory of 8 GB, 
operating system is 64-bit system of Windows 7. In the experiment, 128 deployment points were 
selected to construct the streaming media server cluster large network database. The parameter 
determination of chaos evolution feature clustering algorithm will affect the mining performance 
and convergence rate of cross-type data in the whole flash memory database. According to the 
simulated environment, the population size of chaos evolution feature cluster is 40,40. The 
probability of uniform hybridization is 0. The hybrid probability of PMX is 0. 32, the variation rate 
is 0. 09. The experiment data of flash memory database in the lab choose Iris  dataset and H 
dataset of Wine  database, in which the Wine  dataset is divided into three categories, each class 
includes 50 samples, each sample has 4 attributes, and the Wine  dataset is divided into three 
categories. Each category includes 59, 71, and 48 samples with 13 attributes per sample. Using this 
algorithm and traditional algorithm, the parallel scheduling data throughput and scheduling success 
rate of streaming media data distributed tasks are used as the test indexes. The simulation results are 
shown in figure 4 and figure 5. 

 

Fig. 4 Throughput of distributed task parallel scheduling in database 

 

Fig. 5 Comparison of the success rate of flash database scheduler 

   By analyzing the results of figure 4 and figure 5, we can see that this algorithm can effectively 
improve the throughput and scheduling success rate of flash database scheduling. Through the 
improvement of the algorithm in this paper, the hierarchical fusion degree of streaming media data 
can reach more than 90%. The improved algorithm is only between 10% and 50%, which shows the 
superior performance of the proposed algorithm in the implementation of large database access 
scheduling. The precision of database scheduling is tested, and the comparison results are shown in 
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Table 1. The analysis shows that the precision of parallel scheduling of distributed tasks in flash 
memory database is higher than that of the method in this paper. 

Table 1 Comparison of precision rates 

Number of iteration steps Proposed method Reference[4] Reference[5] 
100 0.934 0.873 0.864 
200 0.985 0.890 0.894 
300 0.992 0.912 0.911 
400 1 0.934 0.956 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, a distributed task parallel scheduling algorithm for flash database based on chaotic 

evolution feature clustering is proposed. The dual state stationary chaotic evolution feature 
clustering flash database scheduling model is designed, and the complex activation function is set. 
The layer excavates the frequent pattern set of distributed task parallel scheduling in flash database, 
extracts the characteristic of data information flow, and designs the transfer balance operator of 
distributed task parallel scheduling in flash database. Distributed task parallel scheduling of 
distributed task flash memory database is carried out according to real part and virtual part path, so 
as to improve database access ability. The simulation results show that the algorithm can effectively 
improve the throughput and scheduling success rate of the distributed task parallel scheduling of 
flash database, and the distributed task parallel scheduling of flash database is universal. This 
method has good application value in distributed task parallel scheduling. 
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